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Book Creator

Calculator Pro Elite

Book Creator is a simple way to

A calculator for iPad and iPhone.

make your own eBooks on your

Calculator Pro Elite features a dual-

iPad. Combine text, images, audio

line display that updates live as you

and video to create interactive

type, so you can keep track of both

stories, digital portfolios, poetry

the input and result simultaneously.

books, comic adventures etc.

Clips

Comic Life

Clips is an app for creating video

Comic Life is a comic-creation app

presentations that can include

that allows students to create a one

captions, music, and fun labels or

page comic or a multi-page story-line

animated posters. The Live Titles

incorporating photos and drawings in

tool turns your words into captions.

their narratives to demonstrate
understanding in a creative way.

Explain Everything

First Voices Keyboard

Explain Everything is an interactive

FirstVoices Keyboard is an

whiteboard and screencasting app.

Indigenous language keyboard app

Combine new & existing media,

that activates any one of the 100+

annotations, and text to create

custom keyboards in any

unique visual stories and turn ideas

application on a mobile device.

into understanding.

Foldr

Garageband

Foldr is a remote file access and

The GarageBand app has everything

sharing solution that works on all

you need to play, record and share

your devices. View, share, edit,

incredible music on your iPad. Its

collaborate, distribute and connect

powerful sequencer lets students

to your files anywhere.

create pro-quality recordings.

Green Screen
Green Screen makes it easy to
create videos and photos by
allowing you to superimpose your

10

iBooks
iBooks is an iBook reader that allows
you to organize, view, and sync
iBooks and audiobooks in the

subjects onto an virtual background.

iBooks reader.

iMovie

iTunes U

iMovie is a mobile video-editing
app that allows you to make videos
on your device. Choose your clips,
then add titles, music and effects
and export your video.

iTunes allows you to learn from a
large collection of free education
content in public courses from
leading schools, universities,
museums, and cultural institutions.
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Inspiration Maps

iTunes U

Inspiration Maps help students

iTunes allows you to learn from a

brainstorm, plan, organize and build

large collection of free education

thinking skills as they engage, create

content in public courses from

and learn by building and

leading schools, universities,

organizing their diagrams.

museums, and cultural institutions.

Keynote

Numbers
Numbers for iPad is a tool for

Keynote for iPad is presentation

visualizing and presenting data.

software that includes a range of

Students can choose from 30 Apple-

slide themes, options for animation,

designed templates to create

and one-touch access to the ability

spreadsheets using just their fingers.

to present a slide show.

Paper

Pages

Paper is an immersive sketching

Pages is a word processor for a

app for capturing ideas anywhere

mobile devices. Choose templates to

offering a creative space for

create reports, digital books,

handwriting notes, drafting,

resumes, posters and or use a blank

diagramming and sketching.

document and create your own.

Puppet Pals 2
Puppet Pals 2 lets users create an

10

Read&Write
Read&Write for iPad is an

animated video using a variety of

alternative keyboard and Safari

characters, settings. A detailed walk-

toolbar to help with everyday tasks

through introduces kids to the app's

like emailing, working on

many features.

documents, browsing the web.

ScratchJr

Stop Motion Studio

ScratchJr is a visual programming

Stop Motion Studio is a user friendly

language designed to introduce
coding skills to children ages 5–7 to
develop creative thinking and
systematic reasoning.

app for making stop-motion videos.
Students can create stop motion
animated movies anywhere instantly
on their device.

Story Creator

Swift Playgrounds

Students create books with images,

Swift Playgrounds makes it fun to

drawings, text, and a read-along
narration and align the written
words with the audio track, so each
word is highlighted when read. .

learn and experiment with code by
solving interactive puzzles and
exploring and creating programs that
are engaging and unique.

Voice Record Pro
Voice Record Pro 7 is a voice
recorder that allows students to
record voice memos and on-site
sounds of unlimited length directly
to MP4, and MP3 formats.
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